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1 INTRODUCTION
The Angaataaha language group (classification: Ang) is located in Morobe province of Papua New 
Guinea. The language group's location is circled in black the map of Morobe province below,

There is only one dialect of Angaataaha so that is what is described here.



The information in this paper was collected by Robert Eko and Mack Graham (SIL) during the 
Discover Your Language Course which ran from 23/10/2013 to 20/11/2013. The course  took place at 
the SIL training Centre, Ukarumpa EHP Papua New Guinea. Several texts were recorded and then 
typed up. A few examples are at the end of this paper.

2 WRITING SYSTEM AND SOUNDS

We used the following letters (graphemes) in this paper:

Consonants: b, d, g, h, j, k, m, n, ng, p ,r ,s, t, w, y

h is a glottal stop.

ng is one sound. It is pronounced somewhat like the velar nasal sound  in the English word “hanger”.



Vowels: a, e, i, o, u, ɨ,, aa

All vowels are simple vowels, they are not dipthongs.

ɨ is pronounced somewhat like the sound in the English word “but”.

aa is a longer sound than “a”. It is most like the sound in the English word “wand”.

3 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES

3.1 Pronouns and Possessive Suffixes
Our free standing pronouns are shown in the charts below.

3.1.1 Normal Pronouns

Normal 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person nɨnɨ I

2nd person kɨnyɨ you

3rd person Ko (m)

kaadɨ (f)

he, 

she

dual 1st person 
inclusive

yɨhoaaŋɨ we two/ yumitupela

1st person 
exclusive

maisɨhoaaŋɨ we two/ mitupela

2nd person Sɨhoaahɨ (m)

sainjaahɨ (f)

you two / yutupela

3rd person Kurɨ (m)

kaburɨ (f)

they / tupelo

plural 1st person nyahɨ we 

2nd person sahɨ you / yupela

3rd person kɨya they 

Example sentences using free standing pronouns:

Autaa-haa-tɨ-ho nɨngi kɨyanepasɨtɨ-handa-pɨ nɨnɨ marita-taa-yo



God-high-from-Subj me help-for-reason-3s I happy-for-1s

God helped me so I am happy.

Ko sisɨ-ha nausaa-tai-se utɨpɨ-handɨ awɨtɨ-tan-dɨ

He fire-obj put.on.light-active-3s book-this read-purpose-3s

He put on the light so he could read.

3.1.2 Possessive Pronouns
Possessive 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person nɨsɨhe my

2nd person kɨnyɨhe your

3rd person Komɨhe(m)

kaadamɨhe (f)

his, 

her

dual 1st person i our/ bilong yumitupela

2nd person your / bilong yutupela

3rd person their / bilong tupela 

plural 1st person nyamɨhape our / bilong yumi

2nd person samɨhape your / bilong yupela

3rd person kɨyamɨhape their 

Example sentences using possessive pronouns:

The possessive pronoun comes before the noun in the noun phrase:

Nɨsɨ taasɨ-ho osataatta kɨya-tai-se

my big.brother-subj garden still work-Active-3s

My big brother is working in the garden.



Our language does not have different pronouns for subjects and objects. It marks subject and object 
by suffixes on the noun. See noun phrase section.

3.1.3 Possessive Suffixes
Our language does not have possessive suffixes. We use possessive pronouns to accomplish this.

nɨsɨ  ndɨha  

komɨ ndɨha

‘my eye’ 

'his eye'

Nɨ-hoaa-rɨho ‘my little brother’

kwɨnyɨhɨho ‘your little brother’

saingɨho His little brother

3.1.4 Reflexive Pronouns

Reflexive 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person nɨwahonɨne myself

2nd person kɨwahonge yourself

3rd person sawahoe

sawahaate

himself, herself ,itself

herself

dual 1st person 
inclusive

yawɨhoaange ourselves/ yumitupela 
yet

1st person 
exclusive

yawɨhoaange ourselves/ mitupela yet

2nd person sawahuraahe yourselves / yutupela 
yet

3rd person sawahuraahe themselves / tupela yet

plural 1st person 
inclusive

yawananɨne ourselves / yumi yet

1st person 
exclusive

yawananɨne ourselves / mipela yet



2nd person sawanaate yourselves / yupela yet

3rd person sawanaate themselves / ol yet 

3.1.5 Other Pronouns
There is a set of “indefinite” pronouns. That is, they mean “one” or “someone”, or plural 
“someones”. They are as follows:

ta – singular “someone”

taamɨ -dual “two someones”

taawɨ -pl “plural someones”

3.2 Nouns

3.2.1 Singular and Plural Nouns
Nouns don't seem to be marked with singular as opposed to plural. They do have numerals that can 
follow them:

Class 1? Class 2? Class 3? Class 4?

Huta-aho

man-sg

Nasa-piho

pig-sg

Iki-hɨ

bilum-sg

aukwɨraanɨ-ho

snake-sg

Huta-hurɨ

man-dual

Nasa-hurɨ

pig-dual

Ikɨ-hatmurɨ

bilum-dual

aukwɨraanɨ-hurɨ

snake-dual

Huta-ahingoaasɨ

man-three

Nasa-ingoaasɨ

pig-three

ikihɨ-taahɨhihɨ

bilum-3+

aukwɨraanɨ-owe

snake-3+

huta-tahɨho

man-4/many

Nasa tahɨho

pig-4/planti

none none

These markers are used to show plural nouns:

Quantifiers are used to designate plurality in the clause:

kɨya      ngatɨha    taahɨhi    kɨya-i         nunya-waa-yopo

they    banana     many      they-obj     give-agent-3p



They gave bananas to them or they gave many bananas to them.

3.3 Adjectives

3.3.1 Normal Adjectives
Adjectives follow the noun in the noun phrase and they  take a suffix that agrees in some way with 
the noun:

isaa-ha    gwɨhɨraa-ha     asisorɨ-ha

leaf-?       Small-?                 Green-? 

A small green leaf

isaa-ha    tahɨ-ha     gwɨhɨraa-ha     asisorɨ-ha

leaf-?       Many-?      Small-?             Green-? 

Many small green leaves

Wipa      aungwo-han-dɨ

rain         big-heavy-ref.rain        

A big heavy rain

Iki-hɨ      magahi-hɨ   tahɨhi-hɨ    qwiharaahi-hɨ

bilum-?  Good-?         Many-?        Small-?   

Many good small bilums

iki-hɨ         naasai-hɨ

bilum-?    One-?       

One bilum

3.4 Numerals and Number-Marking

3.4.1 Traditional Counting System

This is our traditional counting system:



Number Tok Ples English meaning (if there is 
one)

1 naasoɨ one

2 Yahure Two

3 Murɨ more Two plus one (three)

4 Murɨ mure Two plus two (four)

5 Ikwɨ wihɨtre One hand (five)

6 Ikwɨ wihɨtre naasoɨ One hand plus one

7 Ikwɨ wihɨtre yahure One hand plus two

8 Ikwɨ wihɨtre murɨ 
more

One hand plus three

9 Ikwɨ wihɨtre murɨ 
mure

One hand plus four

10 Ikwɨ maindɨme Two hands (ten)

11 Ikwɨ maindɨhɨ naasoe Two hands plus one

12 Ikwɨ maindɨhɨ yahure Two hands plus two

13 Ikwɨ maindɨhɨ murɨ 
more

Two hands plus three

14 Ikwɨ maindɨhɨ murɨ 
mure

Two hands plus four

15 Ikwɨ maindɨmɨtihɨ ikwɨ 
wɨhɨtre

Two hands plus one hand 
(15)

16 Ikwɨ maindɨmɨtihɨ ikwɨ 
wɨhɨtrɨthɨ nasohe

Two hands plus one hand 
plus one

17 Ikwɨ maindɨmɨtihɨ Ikwɨ 
maindɨmɨtihɨ ikwɨ 
wɨhɨtrɨthɨ yahure

Two hands plus one hand 
plus two

18 Ikwɨ maindɨmɨtihɨ ikwɨ 
wɨhɨtrɨthɨ murɨ more 

Two hands plus one hand 
plus three

19 Ikwɨ maindɨmɨtihɨ ikwɨ 
wɨhɨtrɨthɨ murɨ mure

Two hands plus one hand 
plus four

20 Ikwahɨ maindɨme Two hands plus two feet



The older people use our traditional numbers for 1-5 and tok pisin numbers for numbers higher than 
five. The young people use only tok pisin numbers for everything.

Numbers usually come  after the main noun. They function like adjectives. They take suffixes that 
must agree with the head noun in the noun phrase.

Saindɨmapɨ bimambɨt sararehɨrɨ yatmwɨ sanaihɨhura

after.that stay.here. i weekend two passed.by

nu-ndɨ tipohonɨ-hɨ thihɨ apopa not nɨyaamataise .

Go-SS burn-DS burnt.finish woman.one go plant.she

After that I stay for two weekends to pass by, then I go there and  when its done burning, then a 
woman can go and plant it.

3.4.2 Other Quantity Words

There are the various quantifiers in our language. Two are listed below. Both mean “many”. But one 
is used  in speaking of “many” leaves, and the other is used for “many” young people.

Ikihɨ isaaha tahɨha othapɨhɨ ahondaise

bilum leaf many middle.of istap

The bilum is in the middle of many leaves. Or, many leaves surround the bilum.

Nɨsɨ aunahɨpata waimoaaya pɨhɨtwɨhiya wɨndɨ nga bɨmimopo

my village young many not good live-3p

Many young people in our village are not content.

This quantifier (many) can also function as the subject of the clause:

Pɨhɨtwɨhiya wapoho nanɨwɨ tunɨwɨ kabakaba kaiwɨ bindawaayopo

many water eat fight all.kinds.of.things do sit.down-3p

Many (of  the youth) drink (beer), fight and do all sorts of things.



3.4.3 Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal numbers are used to show the order in a group of items, like first, second, third in English.

Ordinal numbers are:

insɨhɨ    first

kapɨhɨ   second

kɨnɨho    third

3.5 Demonstratives 
Demonstratives occur before the noun in the noun phrase. They are inflected to agree with the head 
noun. Therefore, their morphological shape is always changing. We have not found articles (such as 
English “a” or “an”) in our language.

There seem to be three of these demonstratives. The following chart is for the noun book:

(this)here (that)Klostu (that)longwe

singular kɨmandɨ sandɨ sotsandɨ

dual kɨmatmurɨ satmurɨ sotsatmurɨ

plural kɨmba sapa sotsapa

k  ɨ  mandɨ    utɨpɨhandɨ    pwɨpwɨhɨtɨhande

this         book              thin     

This thin book

kɨmatɨ     yaipa       awaipa  utaarɨhate

this          arrow      big          long

This big long arrow

sopɨsatɨ                yaipatɨ    kaanɨhapɨ    nesi   napɨwɨ    autaahɨ    maahasɨ    ahiyawaayopo

that.over.there   arrow     from.far       get     bring      up.there   together    they.put

They got those arrows over there from far away and brought them and put them up.



Sandɨ   utɨpɨhandɨ     mwɨpɨhande

that      book              thick

That thick book

sotɨsandɨ              utɨpɨhandɨ    gwɨharaahande

tha  t  .over.there     book             small

That small book over there

Sobɨ                        ikɨmai-wa   autaahɨ      nimandiwɨmaiwa     ngaahai-waare

those.over there  bilum-s        up.there    hanging.up                good-pl

Those good bilums hanging up over there.

kɨmatɨ  -  murɨ       yai-pɨhatɨ-murɨ            utaa-rɨhatɨ-mure

these  -  2               arrow-together-2        long-together-2

These two long arrows

sat  ɨ  -  mur  ɨ                yai-pɨhatɨ-murɨ        utaa-rɨhatɨ-mure

those.nearby-2   arrow-together-2    long-together-2

Those two long nearby arrows

sotɨ  -  satɨ  -  murɨ                      yai-pɨhat-murɨ          utaa-rɨhatɨ-mure

furthe  r-  those.  nearby  -2     arrow-together-2     long-together-2

Those two further away long arrows.

3.6 Basic Noun Phrase Structure



Demonstrat-
ives

Possessive pro-
nouns

Noun Adj

quality

Adj

color

Adj

quantifier

Adj

size

my

Ikihɨ

bilum

Ngaahihɨ

good

asisorɨhihɨ

green

tahɨhihɨ

many

Qwiharaahihɨ

small

My many good small green bilums. 

3.6.1 Noun Phrase Example

Mɨhotɨsandɨ           utɨpɨhandɨ       gwɨhɨraahande

That.over.there     book                small

That small book over there.

4 ADPOSITIONS

4.1 Examples
These are some examples of free standing adposition words in our language. They can occur before 
or after the noun:

Free standing words occurring after the noun:

taas-ɨho                    osataati    ta         kɨya-taise

big.brother-subj?    garden     on/in   work-3s

My big brother works in the garden

Free standing words occurring before the noun:

Sɨtpenn-ɨho       Angaataat       niyat             asɨsɨha     yatairɨ     maasɨ     ko-aisa     bimainja

Stephen-subj?    Langamar.to    he.went.up   day           for.2       with        he-?          stayed.with.us

Steven went up to Langmar and he stayed with us for 2 days.



5 VERBS
The basic form of the verb is the following:

Stem -Object marker -action relative to 
someone

-mood Subject/person 
number

Example:

ya-nɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-me-action.toward-Active.mood-Subj3s

He shot/shoots me.

5.1 Person and Number Marking

5.1.1 Subject Marking
Subject seems to be a portmanteau with the person number on the verb. This is the final suffix on 
the verb.

For the realis mode. The endings are the same. They mean that the action has either happened in the 
past or is currently going on. It is an action that has been experienced or is being experienced. 

Subject marker 
for realis

Example of a verb with 
subject marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

singular 1st person -yo Notaayo I go, I went

2nd person -se Nopaise you(sg) go, you(sg)went

3rd person -se naise He/she/it goes, he went

dual 1st person 
inclusive/exclu
sive

-yo Nohaayo Mitupela igo

2nd person -se nomaise Yutupela igo 

3rd person -se Nomaise Ol tupela igo

plural 1st person 
inclusive

-yo Nohaayo We go, we went

1st person 
exclusive

-yo Nohaayo We go, we went 

2nd person -po Nowaayopo you(pl) go, you(pl) went

3rd person -po Nowaayopo They go, they went 



5.1.2 Object Marking
The object suffix on the verb occurs right after the stem. For example

transitive:

ya-nɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-1s-action.toward.someone-Active.mood-3s

He shot me.

Di-transitive:

kaadɨ ikihɨ na-nɨ-nya-tai-se

she bilum give-1s-Di.trans-Active-3s

She gave me a bilum.

As was stated above, the object marker occurs right after the stem. However, the object markers are 
slightly different depending on what morpheme is in the third slot. The morphemes that occur in the 
third slot are -wa transitive marker, -nya ditransitive marker, and -sa benefactive marker. A simple 
chart below makes this clear:

Verb stem Object 
marker

Action relat-
ive someone

Mood Person/num-
ber

Translation

transitive Ya -nɨ -wa -tai -se

arrow -1s -trans -active -3s He shot me

Di-translitive na -gɨ -nya -tai -3s

Give -2s -recipient -active -3s She gave 
you(sg) (a bi-

lum)

Benefactive Ka -wɨ -sa -tai -se

Make -3p -benefactive -active -3s She made (a 
bilum) for 

them

 The individual object markers are specifically listed below:



Object marker used 
with -wa transitive 

marker

Object marker used 
with -nya di-

transitive marker

Object marker used 
with -sa benefactive 

marker

singular 1st person -nɨ -nɨ -nɨ

2nd person -ngɨ -gɨ -ngi

3rd person -ho -wɨ

dual 1st person 
inclusive/exclu
sive

-nyɨ -nyɨ -nyɨ

2nd person -sɨ -sa Sɨ

3rd person -ho -sa -wɨ

plural 1st person 
inclusive/exclu
sive

-nyɨ -nyɨ -nyɨ

2nd person -sɨ -sɨ

3rd person -sɨ -wɨ

The following chart is specific as to what object markers go with the -wa transitive marker.

Object markers 
which go with 
-wa transitive 

marker

Example of a verb with object 
marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

singular 1st person -nɨ Ya-nɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-1s-trans-Active-3s

He shot me

2nd person -ngɨ ya-ngɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-2s-trans-Active-3s

he shot you(sg)

3rd person -ho Ya-ho-tai-se

arrow-3s-Active-3s

He shot him

dual 1st person 
inclusive/exclu
sive

-nyɨ Ya-nyɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-1dual-trans-Active-3s

He shot the two 
of us

2nd person -sɨ Ya-sɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-2dual-trans-Active-3s

He shot the two 
of you



3rd person -ho Ya-ho-wa-tai-se

arrow-3dual-trans-Active-3s

He shot those 
two

plural 1st person 
inclusive/exclu
sive

-nyɨ Ya-nyɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-1pl-trans-Active-3s

He shot us

2nd person sɨ Ya-sɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-2p-trans-Active-3s

He shot you(pl)

3rd person -sɨ Ya-sɨ-wa-tai-se

arrow-3p-trans-Active-3s

He shot them

5.2 Tense
Tense is not found on the verb. The language breaks tense into realis and irrealis.  This means that 
the markings on the verb that mark things which have happened and things which are currently 
happening, take one set of suffixes. Those things which have not yet happened take a second set of 
endings. Realis and irrealis will be discussed below.

5.3 Aspect
Aspect is accomplished mostly by free lexemes in the clause. For example, there are separate words 
for start, continue,  and already. See chart below.

Aspect

Aspect shown as words within the clause

Beginning an action Nɨnɨ   nandɨhapa   namasa    nana-taa-yo

I          kaukau         start          eat-obj-1s

I begin to eat sweet potato

Continuous action Kɨnyɨ      taabɨ    napaihɨrɨ    nana-pai-se

You-sg    cont.    kaukau       eat-obj-2s

You-sg are continuing to eat kaukau

Completed action Ko    aimɨ         napainɨrɨ    na-inj-e

He   already    kaukau        eat-?-3s

He started eating sweet potato



Aspect shown by repeating verbs within the clause

Repeated action Nɨnɨ    napaihɨrɨ    ta    nanɨmɨ     nanɨmɨ     no-taa-yo

1s        kaukau        ?     eat             eat           go-obj-1s

I keep eating kaukau one after the other.  Mi kaikai igo igo

Aspect shown as morphemes within the verb

Habitual action Nandɨ-ho-nɨ-ne

eat-habit.-obj-1s

I usually eat, I always eat, I eat, mi save kaikai.

Inceptive action Yawɨ-tan-dai-se

spear-about.to-obj-3s

He is about to spear (the pig)

5.4 Realis and Irrealis 
The role of Realis vs. Irrealis is shown in the chart below:

Realis

Realis is shown by actions past and present having the same realis sufix on the verb

Past

present

kɨya       anɨhɨ-ta-waa-yopo

kɨya       anɨhɨ-ta-waa-yopo

3pl         sing-obj-realis-3pl

They sing/sang.

Irrealis

Irrealis is shown by (at least) an irrealis sufix on the verb. Irrealis includes (at least) the ideas of  
future tense, conditionality, ability, and negation

Future kɨya    aunɨhɨ-t-taa-po



3p       sing-obj-irr-3p

They will sing

should Nyaahɨ   aunɨhɨ-ti-sai-haa-hɨ      kɨya    aunɨhɨ-t-taa-t-we

1p           sing-obj-cond.-irr-1p     3p      sing-obj-irr-obj-3p

If we sing, they should sing

might Nyaahɨ   aunɨhɨ-ti-sai-haa-hɨ       kɨya    aunɨhɨ-t-taa-po

1p            sing-obj-cond.-irr-3p    3p       sing-obj-irr-3p

If we sing, they might sing.

Want/desire kɨya    aunɨhɨ-t-taa-twɨ-yo-po

3p       sing-obj-irr.-?-want-3p

They want to sing.

Negation Kɨya    wɨndɨ   aunɨhɨ-maa-t-taa-po

3p        not       sing-irr-obj-irr-3p

They will not sing, they should not sing.

Counter-factual Kɨya   aimɨ         aunɨhɨ-ti-sai-haa-hɨ       nyan-gɨ-sangi   aunɨhɨ-ti-taa-nɨ-he

3p      already   sing-obj-cond.-irr.-3p    1p-?-also            sing-obj-irr.-also-3p

If they had sung, we would have sung too.

ability Kɨyai  yawise   kɨya   wɨndɨ   aunɨhɨ-maa-t-taa-po

3p      sick          3p      not      sing-abil.-obj-irr-3p

They are sick, they cannot sing (but maybe...if )

5.6 Medial Verbs
Medial Verbs are verbs that occur in the clause but are not inflected for number or tense. Their 
number and tense are governed by the final verb in the clause. They are verbs that do not stand by 
themselves. They need the final verb to define their person, number and tense (ie realis/irrealis)

The structure of the medial verb is as follows:

Medial Verb Structure



Verb Stem -agent/actor/subj -Same subject suffixes (-SS)

-Diff. subject suffix (-DS) -hɨ

Examples of Same Subject (-SS) marking on verb:

Hutaa-ho tingatha nipaa-ta          binda-ta taa-t yaipa kɨyataise

man-Subj              hat.his              weari-SS      sit.he-SS            is-SS arrow make-3s

(The) man wearing his hat is sitting making an arrow. 

Nu-ndɨ injɨhandɨ yathapa otpu-t owema-pɨ nasa-taa-yo

go-1sSS first.thing bellow.grasses cut.up=SS finish.off-SS come-irr-1s

Having gone (to the garden), the first thing (I do is to) cut down the low fauna, (then, when) I finish 
(that) I would come (home).

Examples of different subject (-DS) markers on the verb (with -SS examples too):

Saindɨmapɨ bimambɨ-t sararehɨrɨ yatmwɨ sanaihɨhura nu-ndɨ

after.that stay-SS weekend two pass.by go-SS

tipohonɨ-hɨ thi-hɨ apopa no-t nɨyaama-tai-se

burn-DS it.burns.up-DS woman.one go-SS plant-obj-3s

After that I would wait two weeks, then I'd go burn (the grass I had cut), (then) when it has burned 
up, a woman would go plant (crops).

Jɨhura ikihɨ anɨpɨhɨ binda-wa natwusaasau-hɨ ikihɨ no-t

long.time.ago bilum indoors sit-SS send-DS bilum went-SS

osataatnandɨhapa kupo-t ne-si na-sa isɨhiyai

garden food collect-SS bring-SS come-SS people



nummwi-hɨ nanɨ-wɨ binda-waa-yopo

give-DS eat-SS sit-irr-3p

 A long time ago people used to sit in their houses and send a bilum to the garden to gather food and 
bring it back to them to eat.

6 CLAUSES

6.1 Transitive clauses
Transitive clauses include a subject, a verb and an object.

6.1.1 Examples
Our usual word order for a transitive clause is SOV. Nouns seem to be arranged into at least 3 
classes: 

lightning - -pa (subj)

people -ho (subj)

dogs -rɨ (subj)

Here are some examples:

kanapɨ-pa          ipaa-ti        tisatawer-tai-se

lightning-subj   tree-obj      strike-Active-3s 

Lightning struck the tree

suhɨ-rɨ         naasapɨ-hoai    iko-tai-se

dog-subj   pig-obj                bite-Active-3s

The dog bit the pig.

Naasapɨ-ho     suhɨ-ri         iko-taise

pig-subj           dog-obj        bite-3s

The pig bit the dog



Hutaa-ho         yai-pa            tat    kɨya-tai-se

man-subj         arrow-obj     is        making-Active-3s

A man is making an arrow.

Hutaa-ho    yai-pa kiya-tai-se

man-subj    arrow-obj makes-Active-3s

A man makes an arrow. 

6.2 Intransitive clauses
An intransitive clause is a clause whose verb requires no objects.

6.2.1 Examples
Here are some examples of intransitive clauses:

Ikihɨ isaaha tahɨha otɨhapɨhɨ ahon-dai-se

bilum leaf many middle.of be-Active-3s.Subj

The bilum is surrounded by many leaves

Nɨnɨ  nu-to

1s go.irr-1s

I will go

Nɨsɨ aunahɨpata waimoaaya pɨhɨtɨwɨhiya wɨndɨ nga bɨmimo-po

1s village young.men many not good live-3p

The young men in my village are not content.

6.3 Di-transitive clauses
Di-transitive clauses have both an object and a recipient . 



6.3.1 Example of di-transitive clause

Kaadɨ ikihɨ na-gɨ-nya-tai-se

she bilum give-2sObj-Recipient-Active-3s

She gave a bilum to you(sg)

6.4 Semantic roles
The majority of semantic roles listed below are shown in our language by suffixes on the noun. There 
is the category of location which can use a separate word and not a suffix. And the category of force 
has no marking on the noun. The two categories of experiencer and patient both use the same suffix 
on the noun. 

6.4.1 Agent
The role of agent takes the suffix -ho (3s) on the noun. This role can also put a marker in the verb.

Riyennɨ-ho        Bennɨ-hoai         irɨhɨrɨ    isɨ-wa       taha-mana-taise

Ryan-agent3s   Ben-patient3s    stick      hold-3s    chase-agent3s-3s

Ryan chased Ben (with a) stick

6.4.2 Force
The role of Force has no overt markers in our language:

kanapɨpa     ipat-ɨ                          tisatama-taise

lightning      tree-obj/patient      cut-3s

Lightning struck the tree

6.4.3 Experiencer and patient
The two roles of experiencer and patient both use the suffix -hoai in the 3rd singular:

Robet-hoai              jaumaana-tai-se

Robet-patient3s      hunger-Active-3s

Robert is hungry.

Riyennɨ-ho        Bennɨ-hoai         irɨhɨrɨ    isɨ-wa       taha-mana-taise

Ryan-agent3s   Ben-patient3s    stick      hold-3s    chase-agent3s-3s

Ryan chased Ben (with a) stick



6.4.4 Possessor
The role of possessor is shown by the suffix -tiha (3s) on the noun:

Hutaa-ho         tinga-tiha    nipaata bindata            taat    yaipa     kɨya-taise

Man-agent3s  cap-his         wear     sitting.down    he.is    arrow    making-3s

The man wearing his hat is sitting making an arrow.

6.4.5 Location
Locations can be attatched to the noun that is being described of as in a position

iki-haa-sɨnɨ

bilum-ref bilum-on

(it is) on the bilum

iki-haa-mɨhinɨ

bilum-ref-beside

(it is) beside the bilum

iki-hɨ               isaaha    tahɨha     othapɨ-hɨ

bilum-subj?   leaf         many      middle/center-ref subj? 

The bilum is in the middle/center of many leaves. Or Many leaves surround a bilum.

Kɨya    naasɨpɨ-hoai    awautpa-tamɨ  otthɨ   daa-pɨ       nɨmoaa-waa-yopo

They   pig-patient3s   bed-location      under   find-3pl     get/kisim-agent3pl-3pl

They found the pig under the bed.

Bousonɨhɨ    nɨnɨ  Tityaasi-hoai-sahɨ   kainandu-handa no-hɨ        wɨpa-tapɨ    yut-hɨrɨ-sa 

Tomorrow   I         Titus-patient-we2   Kainantu-loc        go-dual     rain-for        umbrella-?-and...

amɨ   mbɨppɨ-handɨ   saba         nesi     napɨta-ndɨ       gwɨnya-pena-taa-yo

and   cold-shirt           these.pl   bring   comeback-I     think-intention-irr-1s



Tomorrow I am planning on going to kainantu with Titus and I plan to get an umbrella for the rain 
and a sweatshirt and bring them back.

Location can also represented by a free standing word coming after the noun:

taasɨ-ho                         osataati    ta          kɨya-taise

big.brother-agent3s    Garden     on/in    work-3s

Big brother is working in the garden.

6.4.6 Source / destination
Source uses just the suffix meaning “at” on the noun:

kaadɨ   os-aata-pɨ       nasa-taise

she      garden-at-3s   come-3s

She came from the garden

The semantic role of destination uses both the suffix meaning “at” and also a suffix meaning “to”:

Ko     wapɨ--hata-pɨha-pɨ       aimɨ         n-aise

he     river-at-to-3s                 already    go-3s

He went to the river.

6.4.7 Instrument
Instrument 

Ko  yai-pata         naasapɨ-hoai          aimɨ          ya-ho-tai-se

He  arrow-with   pig-patient3s         already     arrow-agent-Active-3s

He already shot the pig with an arrow 

kaadɨ sat-pata  uthandaatihɨ   njpatipiya-taise

she     pen-with  book                  write-3s

She wrote the book with a pen.

6.4.8 Accompaniment
The semantic role of accompaniment uses a free standing morpheme

Sɨtpennɨ-ho    Angaataa-t      ni-ya-t        asiɨha     yatairɨ      maasɨ    ko-aisa     bimanja



Steven-Subj      Langmar-to      go-up-SS    days       for.dual    with       he-?          stayed.with.us

Steven went up to Langmar and stayed with us for two days.

6.4.9 Recipient
kɨya   ngatha    taahɨha   kɨya-i                    nunya-waa-yopos

they   banana    many       3p-recipient      give-agent3p-3pl

They gave many bananas to them.

6.4.10 Beneficiary
Kɨmatɨ-murɨ    yati-murɨ        yai-pɨhati-murɨ              nisɨ    taasɨ-ho-me

those-dual      arrow-dual    arrow-together-dual    my    big.brother-to-for

Those two arrows are for my brother.

6.4.11 Patient
Ko   bat              yai-pata          naasapɨ-hurɨ      ya-ho-taise

he   yesterday   arrow-with     pig-dual               arrow(shoot)-agent3s-3s

Yesterday he shot two pigs with arrow(s)

6.5 Time 

6.5.1 Words for Time
Examples of words for time are underlined in the examples below:

Injɨhura  isɨhiya nahatya kayapaihapɨ ahoyanɨwɨ

long.time.ago people evryone ? get.together

pɨwɨha nasaahɨ pɨwaatwɨ naasaimbɨpɨhɨ binda-waayo-po

language one speaking one.place live-Active-3p

A long time ago all people used to live together in one place speaking the same language.

Bousonɨhɨ nɨnɨ Tityaasihoaisahɨ kainandu-handa no-hɨ

tomorrow  i Titias.with Kainantu-Loc go.irr-DS



wɨpatapɨ yuthɨrɨsa amɨ mbɨpapɨhandɨ

rain.for umbrella.with and cold.shirt

saba ne-si napɨtan-dɨ gwɨnyapena-taa-yo .

these bring-SS come.back-SS think-irr-1s

Tomorrow I'm planning to go to Kainantu with Titus and I (plan to) bring back an umbrella for the 
rain and a sweatshirt.

Isɨ wanɨ bimambɨt nanotat bousonɨhɨ Tityaasihoaisahɨ

so now stay.here. i sleep tomorrow Titias.with.and

maindaaŋɨ nohɨ daayahɨ sapa nesi napɨtandɨ gwɨnyaa-taa-yo

two.of.us go.2 walk.around.2 these bring come.back think-irr-1s

So, for today, I'm planning to sleep here and tomorrow Titus and I will go and get these things.

6.6 Manner
The manner words usually occur before the verb. Some examples are:

quickly – ket naupoaasi

slowly – bɨpi napaisaat

carefully – angɨnɨ

The manner words are underlined in the example sentences below.

ko ket napaihɨrɨ nana-tai-se

he quickly kaukau eat-Active-3s

He eats/ate (the) kaukau quickly.

Ko naipaihɨrɨ bɨbi nanataise

he kaukau slowly eat-Active-3s

He eats/ate kaukau slowly.



Nnyahɨ  bɨbi napaisaat pɨwat-haa-yo

We slowly slowly? speak-Active-1p

We speak/spoke softly.

Kɨya jinjapɨhɨ nasa-waayo-po

they always come-Active-3p

They always come/came.

Nɨnɨ mehaimɨ nasa-taa-yo

I slowly come-Active-1s

I came late.

6.7 Negative Clauses and Negation
Negation is shown by the suffix -ma on the final verb in the clause, and also by lexemes standing by 
themselves.

6.7.1 Example of negation with the verbal suffix -ma
Ko ngatɨ-ha mahɨhaa-mɨ na-ma-inje

He banana-obj which-Q eat-NEG-3s

Which banana did he not eat?

6.7.2 Examples of negation with lexemes within the clause
Ai-hɨ kapɨha-pɨ ikihɨ wɨndɨ osataatni-wɨ

then-DS from.there-SS bilum not garden do-SS

natwɨ-mu-saa-sopo

send-3P-agent-irr-3p

So after that, (people) didn't send bilum(s) to the garden anymore.

Sapa nemato-sa amɨ kapɨhandɨ sangɨ sisɨ-ha anangi tho-naa-hɨ

these remove-SS and third if.not fire-agent? house burn-irr-DS



yausanɨmɨhapa ut abothɨrɨ saba wapa ne-mai-to

our.things clothes beddings these any take-out-1p

We would remove these (things) and thirdly, if the fire has not burned the house (too badly), we 
would take out any (unburned) clothes and beddings and things.

7 SENTENCES

7.1 Conjunctions

7.1.1 Examples

7.1.1.1 Verbal Suffixes used to join clauses.
Close relations within the clause are “joined” by the verbal suffixes denoting “same subject” (-SS) 
and “different subject” (-DS) following the medial verbs on which they occur. These meanings can 
include the ideas of (at least) “and”, “and then”, “when/while”, “so”.

In the example below, the first instance of the different subject marker (-DS) on the verb “sit” 
denotes the idea of “while or when” Rayn was sitting in a chair. The different subject signaled is Ben 
in the next clause. Ben brings (-SS) water “and” pours (-SS) it on Ryan's head. The -SS marker means 
that Ben is doing both bringing and pouring. These two markers also denote the idea of “and” or 
“and then”. Ben brought water “and (then)” poured (-DS) it on Ryan's head. The verb to “pour” has a 
(-DS) marker on it so now the narrative speaks of what Ryan will do. At this point the semantic idea 
of “so” or “therefore” is realized. Ben poured water on Ryan's head “so” he turned around and saw  
(-SS) that it was Ben who had done it “and”, got up (-SS), took a stick (-SS), broke it (-SS), “and” with 
it, chased (-SS) Ben outside “while” hitting him with it.

Rainnɨ-ho awautpataasɨnɨbimi-hɨ Bennɨ-ho wapo-ho nesi-sa

Rayn chair sit-DS Ben-Subj water-obj bring-SS

mɨthaat nuhoaawi-hɨ Rainnɨ-ho yayamato-sa nepemai-ta

on.head pour-DS Rayn-obj supprise-SS turn.around-SS

nja-ta Bennɨ-hoti-hɨ ko do-t irɨ-hɨ ne-t ipawa-t

see-SS Ben-obj-yu.tasol he get.up-SS stick-obj take-SS break-SS

kɨla Bennɨ-hoai wɨra-ta ti-pɨ no-t ipaa-hama-tai-se

with.that Ben-patient chase.him-SS hit-SS go-SS outside-LOC-leave-Active-3s



Rayn was sitting on a chair when Ben brought in water and poured it on his head and he turned 
around and saw, it was Ben so he got up, took a stick, broke it, hit him and chased him outside.

7.1.1.2 Head Tail linkage functions to join clauses and sentences.

Head Tail linkage functions to join sentences in chronological time. These linkages can mean “and”, 
“then”, “afterwards”, “So”. Head tail linkage means the verb that concludes the one clause, is then 
repeated (often in another form), at the beginning of the next clause. Thus these are fully inflected 
verbs not just verbal suffixes as described above. The point of the example below, is to show that 
“notaise” is the fully infected final verb of the one clause and “Noti” is the repeated form of the 
same verb which when the two of them are combined,  convey the idea of “then”, or “So”.

wara amɨ saimɨhetapɨ wɨyaarɨ ikihɨ natwusasauhɨ osataat

one.day and intend.to some.body bilum sending garden

notaise Not kupo-t taa-t ne-si na-pi-hɨ

go-agent-3s go-SS collect-SS is-SS bring-SS come-up-DS

osataatamɨ satho timai-ja iki-hi otinja-t norɨ-pa

garden's owner watch-SS bilum-obj cut.up-SS tear.off-SS

namataise

throw.away.3s

One day someone intended to send a bilum to the garden. So the bilum went and collected food and 
was coming back up out of the garden when the owner of the garden saw it and (caught it and) cut it 
up and threw it away.

7.2 Commands (Imperative Sentences)
Commands are formed by markers on the verb. They can be an insistent command (strong) or a 
more gentle command:

Painapo-ho na-nɨ-me

pineapple-obj eat-(strong)-2s

(you sg) eat (the) pineapple!



Painapo-ho ne-pɨ na-ndaa-pe

pineapple-obj get-SS eat-(irr.gentle)-2s

(you sg) please eat (the) pineapple.

Some of these markers involve irrealis: 

Painapo-ho nana-ne-ndaa-se

pineapple-obj eat-must-irr-2s

You (sg) must eat (the) pineapple!

Painapo-ho na-ndɨ-haa-wo

pineapple-obj eat-1pl-irr-1pl

Lets eat pineapple!

7.3 Questions (Interrogative Sentences)

7.3.1 Yes-No Questions
The yes-no question is marked by final suffix on the verb. 

Ko ngatha aimɨ nain-jo ?

he banana already eat-3sQ

Did he eat the bananas?

It is possible to change the order of constituents of yes-no question clauses to emphasize differing 
parts of the sentence. In the above sentence, the word “he” can be moved before the time word 
“already” and the meaning would change to “Did he eat the bananas?” (in contrast  to his perhaps 
doing something else with the bananas. See example below:

Ngat-ha ko aimɨ nain-jo

Banana-obj he already eat.3sQ

Did he eat the bananas?

7.3.2 WH Questions
WH Questions (or content questions) are formed using lexemes for “who, what, when, where, 
why...” The final verb takes the regular endings for past and present. There are no verbal suffixes to 
denote content questions. However there is a final suffix which is put on these words to denote a 
question. It has various forms.



The words for which, where, and when  seem to be cognates of each other:

Ko ngat-ha maa-hɨwu-ra ne-t nai-nje ?

he banana-obj when-time-Q get-SS eat-3s

When did he eat the bananas?

Ko ngat-ha mahɨhaa-mɨ ne-t nain-je ?

he banana-obj which-Q get-SS eat-3s

Which bananas did he eat?

Ko ngatha mahapapɨ-ha ne-t nai-nje ?

he banana where-Q get-SS eat-3s

Where did he eat the bananas?

7.4 Reason, Result, Purpose

7.4.1 Reason and Result
Here are some sentences that show a reason and a result in our language. Usually, the reason comes 
before the result.

Asahati-hɨ Pirɨ-ho utɨpɨhandɨ wɨndɨ bɨyatɨ amaa-wɨti-se

getting.dark-DS Pil-Topic book not poor.light NEG-read-3s

It was dark/getting dark so Phil could not read the book.

Utɨpɨhandɨ awɨtɨ-tan-dɨ ko sisɨha nausaa-tai-se

book read-intention-SS he fire put.on.light-Active-3s

He wanted to read so he put on the light.

Autaahaatɨ-ho nɨngi kɨyanepasɨtɨ-hand-apɨ nɨnɨ marita-taa-yo

God.high.from.TOPIC mi help.for-reason-3s i happy-Active-1s

God helped me so I am happy.



Ko nɨngi nɨwindɨ-hand-apɨ ko-ai ti-wa-taa-yo

He mi hit.agent-reason.to-1s him-obj/patient hit.him.reason-1s

He hit me so I hit him.

7.4.2 Purpose and Result
Here are some sentences that show a purpose and a result in our language. Usually, the purpose 
comes before the result.

Nɨnɨ nandɨhapa nai-tan-dɨ taunɨ-haa-tapɨ no-taa-yo

i food get/buy-intention-SS town-there-to go-irr-1s

I wanted to buy food so I went to town.

Ko tihɨrɨ tɨhoaatɨ dɨpumanɨ-tand-ɨhɨrɨ otɨta-tai-se

He firewood burn offerings-intention-for split-Active-3s

He split firewood so he could give offerings. Or, He wanted to burn offerings so he split firewood.

8 BEYOND THE SENTENCE

8.2.1 Example Story
There are four stories listed here. Three are narratives stories: one is an ordinary “I went hunting” 
story. One is “what Ben did to Ryan”, and one is a legend about “how bilums (string bags) used to be 
sent to the garden by themselves to gather food”. And the fourth story is a procedural discourse 
about how to prepare a garden for planting.

Asahɨrɨsohɨtɨhandape (Last year I went hunting)

1  Kɨnaungwɨha
year

 batɨhetɨ
last.year

 nɨnɨ
i

 asɨpɨhopɨ
cascas.for

 asaharitandɨ
go.hunting

 gwɨnya-taa-yo
think-irr-1s

 .  

Last year I planned to go hunting cascas.
2.1  Aihɨ

then

 otapɨhaadɨ
during.day.time

 nɨnɨ
i

 bindata
sat.down

 nɨsɨhapa
my.things

 yasaihɨrɨ
bow

 ,  yaipa
arrow

 ,  sopeho
smoke

 amɨ
and

 

pangɨrɨ
betulnut

 sapa
these

 netɨ
get

 tɨmanataayo
set.it.up-1s

 .  

Then during the day time I get these things set up,bow , arrow and the soke and betulnut.



2.2  Sapa
these

 kaindɨ  bimambɨtɨ
sat. down. i

 ,  asahataahura
afternoon

 asaharitandɨ
for.hunting

 nɨyataayo
go.to

 .  

I did that during the day and in the afternoon i went hunting.
3  Nɨnɨ

i

 naindɨ
get.into

 ipataatɨtihɨ
bush.to

 wipa
rain

 aungwohandɨ
big.heavy

 wipɨnɨwi-hɨ
washing.me-DS

 nama-si
lusim-SS

 jahara
back

 

nasataayo
came-1s

 .  

What Bilums (string bags) used to do

1.1  Jɨhura
long.time.ago

 ikihɨ
bilum

 anɨpɨhɨ
in..hause

 bindawa
sit.down.3pl

 natɨwusaasauhɨ
send

 ikihɨ
bilum

 no-tɨ
went-SS

 osataatɨ
garden

 

nandɨhapa
food

 kupo-tɨ
collect-SS

 ne-si
bring-SS

 na-sa
come-SS

 isɨhiyai
people

 nummwi-hɨ
give-DS

 nanɨ-wɨ
eat-SS

 binda-waayo-po
sit.down-3p

 

.  
Long time ago people sat down in their houses and they would send bilums to the garden to collect 
food and bring it back to them.
1.2  Saiwɨ

do.and

 utaarɨhandetɨ
longtime.for.and

 ikihɨ
bilum

 dɨndaahiya
back.forth.and

 kupotɨ
collect/ha

 nandɨhapa
food

 nesisaumwihɨ
brought.to.them

 

nanɨwɨ
eat.and

 bimaamɨ
sit.down.

 nuwɨ
go

 othɨtihɨhura
for.some.time

 ,  wara
one.day

 amɨ
and

 saimɨhetapɨ
intend.to

 wɨyaarɨ
some.body

 ikihɨ
bilum

 

natɨwusasauhɨ
sending.out.and

 osataatɨ
garden

 notaise
go-3s

 .  

One day someone sent out the bilum to the garden
1.3  No-tɨ

went-SS

 kupo-tɨ
collect-SS

 taa-tɨ
is-SS

 ne-si
bring-SS

 napi-hɨ
coming.up-DS

 osataatamɨ
garden's

 satɨ-ho
owner-Topic

 timai-ja
watch-SS

 

ikihi
bilum

 otinja-tɨ
cut.up-SS

 norɨ-pa
tear.off-SS

 na-ma-tai-se
throw.away-obj-Active-3s

 .  

The bilum went and collected food and was coming back out of the garden when the owner of the 
garden saw it and (caught it and) cut it up and threw it away.
1.4  Aihɨ

and.then-DS

 kapɨha-pɨ
from.there-SS

 ikihɨ
bilum

 wɨndɨ
not

 osataatɨ
garden

 ni-wɨ
make-SS

 natɨwɨmusaasopo
send.obj-agent-irr-3p

 .  

Ever since that, they don't send bilums to the garden anymore.
2  Wanɨ

now

 isɨhiya
people

 sawana
themselves

 ikihɨ
bilum

 niwe-si
make-SS

 osataatɨ
garden

 dai-wɨ
walk.around-SS

 nandɨhapa
food 

 

kupwɨwe-si
collect-SS

 na-sa-waayo-po
come-obj-irr-3p

 .  

Now people make their own bilums, take them to the garden and bring back food.



Osataatɨ ɨyohɨtɨhandape

Making a garden

1.1  Nɨnɨ
i

 osataatɨ
garden

 otɨpa
work

 kai-tand-ɨ
making-intend-SS

 gwɨnyapenɨ-tɨ
think.about.it-SS

 nano-taa-yo
sleep-Active-1s

 .  

I think of making a garden and sleep.
1.2  Nanota-tɨ

sleep-SS

 bowihɨ
next.day

 namatana
knife

 ne-si
bring-SS

 osataatɨ
garden

 kaitandɨhapɨhɨ
place.where.to.work

 no-taa-yo
go-Active-2s

 .  

I sleep and next day I would take the knife and go to the garden place where I would work.
1.3  Nundɨ

go.there.i

 injɨhandɨ
first.thing

 yatɨhapa
bellow.grasses

 otɨputɨ
cut.it.up

 owemapɨ
finish.it.off

 nasataayo
come.i

 .  

I would go there and first thing, I would cut up low grasses, finish it off and come.
1.4  Napɨtɨ

come.back.i

 nanotatɨ
sleep.after

 bowihɨ
next.day

 nɨyohɨhonɨnɨ
go.back.again

 otitɨ
cut.it

 napatɨ
in.fine

 amɨ
and

 wɨsatɨ
cut.branches.off

 

owemapɨ
finish.it.off

 nasataayo
come.i

 .  

I would come back and sleep. The next day I would go back again, cut the trees into small pieces and 
cut the branches and finish it and come back ..
1.5  Saindɨmapɨ

after.that

 bimambɨtɨ
stay.here. i

 sararehɨrɨ
weekend

 yatɨmwɨ
two

 sanaihɨhura
past.by

 nundɨ
go.there.i

 tipohonɨhɨ
burnt.it

 

tɨhihɨ
burnt.finish

 apopa
woman.one

 notɨ
go

 nɨyaamataise
plant.she

 .  

After that I would wait for two weekends to past by then I would go there and burn the undergrowth. 
When that would be finished, then the woman would go and plant it.

Rainnɨyɨ Bennɨyaape (What Ben did to Ryan)

1  Rainnɨ-ho
Rayn-Topic

 awautɨpataasɨnɨ
chair

 bimi-hɨ
sit-DS

 Bennɨ-ho
Ben-Topic

 wapo-ho
water-Topic

 nesi-sa
bring-SS

 mɨtɨhaatɨ
on.head

 

nuhoaawi-hɨ
pour-DS

 Rainnɨ-ho
Rayn-Topic

 yayamato-sa
supprise-SS

 nepemai-ta
turn.around-SS

 nja-ta
saw-SS

 Bennɨhoti-hɨ
Ben-DS

 ,  ko
he

 

do-tɨ
got.up-SS

 irɨhɨ
stick

 ne-tɨ
took-SS

 ipa-wa-tɨ
break-trans-SS

 kɨla
with.that

 Bennɨhoai
Ben-patient

 wɨra-ta
chase.him-SS

 ti-pɨ
hit.him-SS

 no-tɨ
go-SS

 

ipaahama-tai-se
outside.left-Active-3s

 .  



Rayn was sitting on the chair when Ben brought in water and poured it on his head and Ryan 
turned around and saw, it was Ben so he got up, took a stick, broke it, hit Ben and chased him 
outside. 

9 Remaining questions and issues not researched yet
This section contains all those topics we did not have time to research. They are listed here so any 
follow up work can start with these topics.

5.5 Serial Verbs

5.5.1 Examples of serial verbs

3.4.4. Other Numerals

3.4.4 Translation Issues for Numerals and Number Marking

Possession

3.2.3 Translation Issues for Singular and Plural Nouns

Direct (Inalienable)
Direct possession is when a possessed noun has part of the word itself telling you who it belongs to, 
usually as a possessive suffix. For example, tew ‘my little brother’ in Awad Bing has the possessed 
noun te with a first person singular possessive suffix –w. Direct possession is usually used for nouns 
which have to belong to someone, such as body parts and family members. These kind of nouns are 
said to be inalienable. Examples of direct possession are given in section 3.1.3.

(write here anything else you discover about direct possession)

Indirect (Alienable)
Indirect possession is when you have one or more words that go with a possessed noun to show you 
who it belongs to, as in nanew aab ‘my house’ in Awad Bing. Often indirect possession is used for 
alienable nouns, which do not have to belong to someone (like house  or  car).

(write here your examples of indirect possession)

Translation Issues for Possession
(write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating nouns that are 
possessed)

Temporal Phrases
(Write here some examples of temporal phrases)



Translation Issues for Time
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating temporal 
expressions)

Manner within the clause
(write here any examples of clauses showing the manner in which something is done)

6.7.2 Translation Issues for Negative Clauses
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating negative 
clauses)

7.1.2 Translation Issues Related to Conjunctions
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating that is related 
to serial verbs)

7.2.2 Translation Issues Related to Commands
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating commands)

7.3.3 Translation Issues for Questions
(write here anything you find difficult  or need to remember when translating questions)

8.1 Topic
Topic is what a sentence is about. The topic often comes as the first part in the sentence. Very often 
the subject of a sentence is also its topic, but not always. (For example, in English, in Those boys I 
had already seen, ‘those boys’ is topic and object, whereas ‘I’ is subject.) If the same topic continues 
in a number of sentences, the topic may not be there as a noun phrase, it may only show in the 
person markers on the verb.

8.1.1 Examples
(give some examples here of sentences in your language showing what the topic is. Highlight any 
topic markers you use, and anything you found out about new topics and old topics.) 

8.1.2 Translation Issues Related to Topic
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating topics)

8.2 Focus
When some part of the sentence gets special stress, or emphasis, we call that focus. Something that 
is contrasted with something else is usually in focus, but contrasts are not the only things that get 
focused.



English does not use special markers for focus. In an ordinary English sentence, the last element is 
usually in focus. If we want to focus on some other element, we stress it more, say it more loudly. (In 
the example bold type is used for stress.) For example:

I didn’t see the accident. (Someone else did.)

I didn’t see the accident. (Although you think I did.)

I didn’t see the accident. (I only heard about it.)

I didn’t see the accident. (But I saw the cars afterwards.)

8.2.1 Examples
(give some examples here of sentences in your language showing where the focus is. Highlight any 
focus markers you use. Explain how you know which is the focused part of a sentence) 

8.2.2 Translation Issues Related to Focus
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating focus)

8.2 Participant Reference
The way participants are referred to in a story differs from language to language. Some languages 
often use a name for the main characters, others use pronouns very often, and some languages 
rarely use names or pronouns. This section shows what we found out about how characters are 
referred to from looking at stories in our language.

3.3.2 Comparatives
In English, the size, shape or quality of things can be compared by using the marker –er on 
adjectives, or by using the word more with other adjectives. For example, Your dog is bigger than 
mine, he is more careful than I am.

Here are some examples of how we compare things in our language:

(In your language how do you talk about people or things being different in size, shape or quality? 
Does your language use a marker on the adjective, or an adjective phrase, or some other way to talk 
about how people or things are different? If there is more than one way, how are they different in 
meaning? Give examples.)

In English we can say that something is better than all other examples by using the marker –est at 
the end of an adjective, or by using the word most. For example, she is the most beautiful woman, 
Everest is the tallest     mountain.

Here are some examples of how we say something is better than all other examples in our language:

(Give some examples)



3.3.3 Translation Issues for Adjectives
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when translating adjectives. For 
example, do you sometimes need to translate adjectives as verbs? (eg. think about ‘Jesus healed the 
sick man’) Is it difficult to translate comparatives?)

fourth

fifth

This is how we would translate some ordinal numbers into our language:

first child, 

second child, 

third child

Rev. 9:13 ‘The sixth angel blew his trumpet’

(write your translation)

Mark 14:41 ‘He came the third time’

(write your translation)
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